This paper presents an automatic approach for camera/image based detection, recognition and tracking of flying objects (planes, missiles, etc.). The method detects appearing objects, and recognizes re-appearing targets. It uses a feature-based statistical modeling approach (e.g. HMM) for motion-based recognition, and an image feature (e.g. shape) based indexed database of pre-trained object classes, suitable for recognition on known and alerting on unknown objects. The method can be used for detection of flying objects, recognition of the same object category through multiple views/cameras and signal on unusual motions and shape appearances.
INTRODUCTION
In Ref. 4 a small ship target detection method is presented, where point-like infrared images of small ships are processed to automatically detect ships on the sea level from a distance. Simple edge detection on a media-filtered image is used to extract possible ship locations. Elsewhere, low flying targets are segmented 5 above the sea-sky line, by first locating the skyline, then using neighborhood averaging and directional Sobel operators to enhance the object boundaries. For noisy environments a wavelet-based object separation was used 6 to find objects on a noisy background, by using a separate denoising pass, the method being used to process mammography images. In Ref.2 a shape-based detection and recognition approach was presented based on segmenting small objects from the sky and recognize them by their shape information. Ref. 7 presents a flying target detection method based on infrared processing which is robust against weather conditions, but is not able to recognize the flying targets. The method(s) we present in this paper produce an integrated, image-based solution for segmentation, tracking, recognition, and unusual behavior alerting of flying objects. It is built as a deeply multithreaded solution, exploiting multiple CPU cores for segmentation and recognition tasks, along with a GPU-based object tracking, all running in parallel. Our current proof-of-concept implementation runs at near real-time speeds (around 20 frames per second for PAL resolution), including all the processing tasks. The novelties of our approach include a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) based object state recognition and unusual motion detection, a fast shape-based plane class recognition, a Gaussian Mixture based adaptive foreground extraction, and an indexing-retrieval scheme for the around 8000 shape dataset we use. Fig. 1 contains the rough overall architecture of the presented approach. In the figure the modules under the "parallel" label are themselves also parallelized, meaning e.g. the shape query/recognition module spawns a new retrieval thread for each object that is present in the scene, thus all queries run in parallel for all the objects of the frame. A GPS receiver is also plugged into the framework, to be able to gather location data along with the extracted objects. The results are then summarized and presented to the viewer. The main sections of the paper, as follow, deal with object extraction, shape representation and indexing, tracking, shape and motion based recognition and related event signaling.
OBJECT EXTRACTION
In our previous works we have investigated a number of different approaches for moving object extraction. In our earlier works our goal was to detect very small flying objects, which was done by using a combination of localized deconvolutionbased focus-maps and space-time histogram evaluations. In Ref. 2 we introduced a Gaussian Mixture Model based approach -based on Ref.3 -for separating flying objects, an approach which we now solely use for extracting various sized flying objects, real-time, with adaptivity to support changes in lighting conditions, sky colour changes, presence of clouds, single or multiple present objects. In other target-extraction methods, e.g. Ref. 4, 7 , such tasks and weather-adaptivity is addressed by using infrared images. The drawback of such approaches are that while the object detection task becomes easier, the segmentation and recognition tasks will be very hard, since infrared imagery can not provide shapes that are good enough for shape based recognition.
In the method we present below, each extracted object lives as a separate entity, having its own shape description, track, location, mask, etc. assigned to it during the processing. The different processing tasks related to objects -indexing, recognition, etc. -all run in parallel for each object in a multithreaded model. The first step we have in segmenting objects is foreground separation, followed by shape description and indexing.
Foreground segmentation and cloud separation
There exist several pixel-level background estimation techniques, 3, 8 however these methods require a static camera to construct pixel-level statistical models, which makes them unfeasible for video sources with flying objects (e.g. aircrafts), where the camera is not static or sometimes even follows the moving airplane, also, the background can change from frame to frame (e.g. clouds, illumination changes, and so on).
In the foreground separation scheme we use, there are certain assumptions we make:
• the moving object is smaller then the background portion of the image;
• the background is not completely homogeneous (clear blue skies) but contains larger homogeneous areas (clouds, sky, etc.).
For background estimation we collected all pixel values (CIE L u v uniform color space was used) in a moving time window and trained statistical models using maximum-likelihood estimation on the pixel values. Let K denote the number of video frames with h height and w width, let i k denote a particular frame (1 ≤ k ≤ K) and r the radius of the moving time window centered around i k .
. . , f k+r ] denotes the frames selected around f k in the radius of r. Let N denote the number of pixels in the time window, which can be calculated as
the set of pixels of the frames.
In cases when the background is not cluttered and no clouds, vapor trails, smoke, etc. are present, a simple single Gaussian background model can be used, which makes possible to decide on every frame pixel whether it belongs to the background or to the object to be detected. This is a simple approach, but enables the detection to run in real time. In this case we estimate the parameters of a Gaussian (with μ mean and Σ diagonal covariance matrix from the pixel frames (P ) as:
Having the Gaussian model N (·; μ, Σ) the pixel p i ∈ P (k) is classified as background if the following condition holds (where c ∈ L u v and T is a decision threshold):
In cases where there are other layers in the view that could hinder the segmentation process (e.g. clouds, smoke), we use a mixture of Gaussians (MOG) approach, where the model has the following form:
where M is the number of components, w l are the weights, μ l and Σ l are the parameters (mean and covariance) of the Gaussians. The MOG model is trained with P (k) sample set, using the iterative Expectation-Maximization algorithm.
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During the segmentation the distributions are ordered according to the ratio R l and the first B distributions are chosen as the background model, where the I parameter controls the modality:
For a particular pixel p i we select first the matching distribution, then the pixel is classified as background if the matching distribution is an element of the background model B. Fig. 2 shows examples (middle image in both rows) for this type of separation. 
where N k j denotes the neighborhood of contour pixel c k j and W is the size of the neighborhood area. After obtaining the region energies E = [E 1 , . . . , E B ], the energy values are linearly classified into layers. The regions with the highest energy will be taken as targets. Fig. 2 shows examples of this multi-layer approach, with comparison to the simpler one-layer extraction.
SHAPE REPRESENTATION AND INDEXING
Traditionally, contours/shape descriptors have been extracted and compared with a series of methods, including Hidden Markov Models, 14 comparisons based on Scale Invariant Feature points (SIFT), 15 tangent/turning functions, 16 curvature maps, shock graphs, 17 Fourier descriptors, 18 and so on. They all have their benefits and drawbacks, regarding computational complexity, precision capabilities, implementation issues, robustness and scalability. See Ref. 19 for one of many comparisons performed between some of these methods.
For the purposes of this paper we have chosen to use the turning function based contour representation. The main reason has been the goal of creating a very lightweight implementation of contour matching and classification, which is also robust, and easy to implement and modularize. As we will show below, the resulting approach produces high recognition rates yet it manages to remain robust, and very fast. 
Contour extraction
Before creating a shape-based recognition step, we need to reliably extract the contours of the objects. After having obtained a clear binary mask of the objects in the scene with the above presented approach, we first extract the rectangular areas in which each of the objects are. This is done by using a fast, GPU-based implementation, which produces the list of rectangular areas containing the object blobs. After this step, a list of coordinate points is extracted from the rectangular image areas containing the objects. The point list is extracted by a bug follower contour tracking method with backtracking, able to start from any random object point and follow a contour of the closed object shape. Fig. 3 contains some examples of input frames and extracted object contours.
Indexing and comparison of shapes
For being able to recognize object shapes, we need a searchable structure for quick retrieval of similar shapes. For this purpose we have developed a modified BK-tree indexing structure, which we introduced in Ref. 2, 13 . It is built to support any kind of content based feature indexing, given that the feature descriptor has an euclidean metric. It is also very fast, having retrieval times of 3-4000 ms for 8000 shapes. The main steps of building such an index tree are the following (Fig.4 ):
1. Pick one of the points as the root node, R.
2. Each node will have a constant number of M child nodes.
3. A point P j will be placed into the child node
where d is the maximum distance that two selected points can have (with respect to the associated metric) and P j is P i 's parent node. Thus, a node will contain a point if its distance from the parent falls into the interval specified above; each node representing a difference interval There are a number of ways to compare two shapes, and research in this area is quite rich. Shape comparison methods can basically be divided into two main groups, learning and modeling based approaches (using Hidden Markov Models, Support Vector Machines, etc.) and more classical approaches like turning function or Chamfer distance based implementations. Ref.11 contains a comparison and combination of Chamfer and turning-based shape comparison approaches, also Ref.12 presents a method that uses Chamfer distance for recognizing objects through smaller shape fragments. These methods generally work by converting the high level metrics into a distance function based comparison, which in turn works by using some kind of chain code shape representation. They incorporate scale and rotation invariance on the high level. Unfortunately, all of them have the drawback of being very computationally intensive and unsuitable for near real-time applications.
The turning function-based metric that we use in this paper, and which we introduced in Ref.2 is a very fast approach, suitable for near real-time application, and is scale and rotation invariant. This invariance is introduced when two representations are compared by creating shifted (rotation) and scaled (scale) versions of them. 
TRACKING OF EXTRACTED OBJECTS
For tracking of the extracted object blobs we use a GPU-based KLT tracker implementation based on. 1 Running on a 8800GT Nvidia GPU, the performance of the tracker is around 60 frames per second for PAL resolution videos, for multiple targets being tracked simultaneously. It works by tracking feature points obtained by a gradient-based corner point extractor. The task of feature point tracking in itself is a local processing, thus can be highly parallelized intra-frame, which this approach exploits.
This tracker is basically a feature point tracker. Our addition to this method is the object-based tracking extension. This works by obtaining the feature points and tracks of the GPU-based tracker, combining tracks corresponding to the same object -since the object regions have already been extracted -, then i). drop the tracks that do not correspond to a known object, and ii). combine (by calculating the means of valid tracks of feature points belonging to the object) the tracks belonging to one object into one track curve which will be assigned and stored along that particular object for later processing. Fig. 6 (left) shows an example of a video with tracking results of the original approach, while Fig. 6 (right) Figure 6 : A frame from a sample video with two flying targets, showing the difference between the feature-point tracker (left) and the modified object-tracker (right). In the modified scheme one track is calculated for one object. shows results on the same video of the extended tracker. Fig.7 shows an example for the multi-target/object tracking capability of the approach. Track irregularities in the images come from a shaking camera, i.e. the objects were not just flying in front of a static camera but the camera itself was also moving.
RECOGNITION OF SHAPE AND MOTION
Based on the foreground separation and shape extraction and representation steps above, in this section we present application areas that aid the recognition of objects based on their shapes, and their motion patterns. Recognition tasks, for shape and tracks, always run as a parallel task in the background of the main processing, which from time to time polls the retrieval module for results of queries. When the results are available, there are displayed. In the long term, a statistics is built from the results, and the first 3 best candidates are displayed.
Shape recognition
For the evaluation of the presented contour based recognition solution, we used a dataset of 7732 extracted plane and helicopter shapes, with a total of 24 different plane types. Each plane type is treated as a separate class, and during recognition a retrieval only counts as positive when the correct plane type is recognized.
Given the index tree generated with the above described method, the retrieval of shapes can be performed. The query of the retrieval is a shape image similar in content -that is, a black and white image containing the contour of the query object -to the ones already indexed. Table 1 shows how many different shape variations each class had in itself.
Testing of the retrieval performance is done as follows: a video of a plane type that has a class in the database is taken as a test video, and for each frame of the video a query is performed against the indexed shape database. The framework keeps track of the 3 answers that were the most frequent, and displays them as retrieval percentage. E.g. if plane type A was always recognized as belonging to class B, then the framework will output that -according to the retrievalssource A is 100% of class B. Of course if this is incorrect, that would mean a 0% recognition rate. Table 2 contains some examples for average recognition rates of the retrieval (1 means 100%), where recognition rate was calculated by P = nr.of truepositives/nr.of queries (if 8 out of 10 recognitions were correct, that equals a 0.8 rate). These queries were made by taking a video of a plane, and running queries against the indexed shape-set at every 10 th frame. In general we can say, that since a lot of plane shapes are similar, the performance will usually get higher if the analysis is performed on a longer feed/image sequence (thus more queries are performed) since the inter-class variance of different shape types is very high, and also, a high number of plane shapes are very similar from a profile perspective (which can lower recognition rates).
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Recognition of tracks
Besides shape-based recognition (above) and motion pattern-based event signaling (see following sections), we also investigated the possibility of identifying/recognizing reoccurring motions based on the extracted and stored track trajectories of moving objects. For this purpose we use the same indexing structure as for the indexing of shapes (Section 3.2), and we treat track segments as if they would be open ended object boundary shapes. Generally, Chamfer distance-based approaches are used for line comparison, which in turn uses some kind of contour descriptor. The difference of our approach is, that we incorporate the rotation, scaling and shift invariance in the comparison phase and not in the representation phase. The performance of this approach is very high, since the data to be compared (track lengths) are usually relatively short (compared to e.g. object contours). Fig.8 contains some examples of track segments and their angle function representation that is used for comparison.
Recognition of learned motion patterns
The extracted objects masks can be used to characterize specific events. In our method to recognize an event we train a single-scale (in both temporal and spatial scales) classifier using only the object masks, hence we need frame-to-frame object correspondence if multiple objects are present (e.g. using tracking from Sec.4). Since the descriptor is single-scale, the time series of object masks are scaled (both spatially and temporally) into a fixed-size (W r width, H r height and T r duration) detection window, which can be used to recognize the event in the temporal multi-scale representation of the input by the Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier. 20 In our experiments the size of the window was W r = H r = 64 pixels and T r = 2 seconds (50 frames) duration.
To generate our training feature vectors first we perform spatial scaling as follows. Let denote I = {I 1 , . . . , I k } the number of frames of one sample of the training set. From these video frames we determine the bounding boxes of the object, let w i and h i denote the width and the height of the bounding box of the i th object mask. This mask is scaled and centered into the fixed-size rectangle S i , in our experiments we used bicubic interpolation. Having the spatially scaled version of the object masks S = {S 1 , . . . , S k } temporal scaling is performed. In our experiments to obtain the desired T r long window we applied temporal nearest neighbor interpolation on the spatially scaled object masks extracted from the input video segments. In practice this means that in case of shorter segments (k < T r ) the masks of some video frames were duplicated, while in case of larger duration (k > T r ) several were dropped.
For the classifier the feature is generated from the fixed-size detection window as follows. The T r long window is segmented into fixed T s size segments with T o overlapping and in each segment pixel-wise integration of the object masks is performed to form a vector with W r × H r size. Finally, all these vectors are normalized and sequentially concatenated. In our experiments we used the following settings, T s = 0.56 seconds (14 frames), T o = 0.2 seconds (5 frames), this resulted five segments, hence the dimension of our feature vector is 5 × 64 × 64 = 20480. Fig. 9 demonstrates the feature extraction process in one sample of the positive training set, (a) contains one example frame from each segment, and (b) demonstrates the result of the integration in the segments.
The extracted positive and negative features were used to train a linear SVM classifier, which is then used to recognize the event. Due to the limited size of our aircraft database we selected the most frequent event (counterclockwise turn on horizontal plane) of the airplane with the highest number of samples (Eurofighter Typhoon). The positive set contains 11 samples, while for negative set we selected other events of the same airplane type (20 samples total). For the training we selected 4 positive and 11 negative samples, the rest was used for testing the classification. Finally all the positive test samples were recognized successfully, while only one negative sample was misclassified. Fig. 10 demonstrates the dataset with one sample from the training set and one sample from both the positive and the negative test sets.
Motion event recognition by HMM
One main drawback of the recognition method presented in Sec. 5.3 is that the multi-scale representation of the input is required to analyze with the single-scale classifier. Moreover for each airplane type a separate classifier has to be trained for the same event. We propose an alternative method, where the temporal interpolation step of the previous method is neglected, and due to the multimodal property of the model the same event of different types of airplanes can be characterized. We will use the spatially scaled S = {S 1 , . . . , S k } object masks and we perform the same feature extraction step with the same T s sized segments and T o overlapping. However, the number of resulting segments is not fixed but depends on k. We will denote the list of features of the T segments as O = {o 1 , o 2 , . . . , o T } (observations) and will use a continuous left-right Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to model the process of the event from the noisy observations. A HMM is a finite state statistical model in which the system being modeled is assumed to be a Markov process (the states of a process of length T is denoted by Q = {q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q T }) . However, the states of process Q cannot be directly observed, but it generates another process which is observable, O = {o 1 = (π, A, B) , where π = {π 1 , . . . , π N } is the set of initial state probabilities, A = {a i,j } is the state transition matrix (the i th row contains the transition probabilities from S i ), and B = {b i (·)} is the set of emission probabilities. We use a mixture of Gaussians (with M components) to define the emission probabilities, i.e. 
where w i,l is the weight, μ i,l is the expected value and Σ i,l is the covariance matrix of the l th component in the mixture. In our case each o t observation is a 64 × 64 size vector as described in Sec. 5.3.
One of the most widely used methods for estimating the model parameters (π, A, B) is the maximum-likelihood estimation on a training observation sequence and can be performed by using the iterative Baum-Welch method. 10 First we extracted the observation sequences O = {O 1 , . . . , O K } from the K training videos. To initialize the state emission probabilities we evenly selected N observations from each training sequences,
The l th component of the emission probability of the j th state is initialized as
the mixture weights are randomized, while the initial state and transition probabilities are set according to the left-right HMM structure. Fig. 11 demonstrates the means of the emission probabilities after the training procedure.
We used the trained model to recognize the event. The recognition is based on the probability of a O = {o 1 , . . . , o T } observation sequence (Viterbi path, see Ref.10 ) and the final state of the recognized state sequence Q = {q 1 , . . . , q T }. That is, if the observation is extracted from the learned event class then the HMM will output high probability, and the final state will be q T = N , otherwise a different event occurred. We used the same small dataset for testing this technique. Using the samples from the positive test set resulted in one magnitude higher probabilities than using the samples from the negative test set. Moreover all the state sequences determined from the positive observation sequences ended exactly in q T = N , while in case of negative samples this was only true for the 50% of the set.
SIGNALING EVENTS
Unusual motion patterns
In this section we describe the steps for detection of unusual motion events related to the above detected and extracted objects. For detecting motion-based unusual events, one approach we introduced in Ref.2 is based on gathering the previously used integral images of extracted object shapes over a period of time, then use these integral shape images as the base of identifying states and transitions between states of the objects' positions. By identifying and building a model on motion states, we are able to train a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to recognize learned motion state sequences and the transitions between them, and at the same time, identify those state sequences that are not part of the model, thus signal unusual motion occurrences.
In the following we use the same formalisms regarding HMM models as introduced above in Section Sec. 5.3.1. Starting from the object masks, we use the previously presented technique to generate the observations (64 × 64 rectangles and integration in small temporal window) and use the Baum-Welch method 10 to estimate the model parameters. This time from the extracted observation sequences O = {O 1 , . . . , O K } we initialized the model as follows. We create N clusters from O with K-means clustering, let C i denote the set of elements in cluster i. Then the parameters of the emission probability of state S i is initialized as:
while the weights are randomized. Finally the Baum-Welch estimation is used to estimate the model parameters.
In the case of HMMs, the probability of observing o t (at time t) which is generated by state S i given the previous state q t−1 , is
where q t−1 = −1 denotes that the previous state was unknown. Let S be the state where the above probability is maximal, i.e.
S = argmax
Si
Then the probability that o t is usual, is defined as: Fig.12 shows some examples for detections of unusual motion patterns using this technique. E.g. in the leftmost example in Fig.12 the model is trained to learn straight horizontal motion, thus it will signal any motion that is different (e.g. turning or rotation).
Unknown objects
In situations when the retrieval module cannot find any results that would match the query shape, there will be no results for that particular query. In this case the average recognition rate will stay the same, but on the currently processed frame we do not display any candidate for the current object's type. This event could be used for a particular case of alerting, if one would be interested to know when such objects enter the field of view that the system is not trained to recognize. The extension of the shape index structure with new shapes is straightforward, one just needs to record a video of the new object, extract the shapes of the object from the frames, add these new shapes as a new class and re-index the shape database. After this step, the framework will have the possibility to recognize this new class in the event that it re-appears. : Example graphs that show −log(P (o)) values over time -put on a common scale to show scale differences -, curve behavior corresponding to changes between HMM states. Curves labeled "unusual" show motion events that were detected as unusual, as relative to the trained/learned motion types represented by the "normal" curves. Below, masks labeled "normal" show motion samples that fell into the normal category, while "unusual" shows motions that triggered the alarm. The bottom line shows example HMM states from the model. Figure 13 : Sample screenshot from the running of the framework. Left: current object mask and integral image; Middle: current frame processed with object masked, and processing information shown; Right: GPS location data, shape recognition data and track recognition data. Fig. 13 shows a screenshot of the framework, with the main window containing the frame that is being processed. In this frame the detected contour of the object is overlayed, also the bounding box of the object is drawn, and the track(s) belonging to the object(s) are plotted. The smaller window on the left contains the masks and the integral history images of the objects, while windows on the right contain location (GPS) data, object recognition data, and track recognition data. Processing on a Core2Quad 2.4GHz processor and an Nvidia 8800GT GPU runs in almost real time in parallel modeusing all available cores (∼ 20 frames per second for PAL resolution, up to 3 objects, for more objects more available processing cores are needed to keep the speed) .
RESULTS
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented a series of methods combined with the goal of fast flying object segmentation, shape-based representation and recognition. Based on the extracted objects' shape and motion, we used high level classifiers to learn and recognize motion patterns, and to signal unusual behavior. In all the steps we tried to keep processing times as close to real time as possible, which always has a high priority in target recognition and tracking tasks. In future works we plan to include support for more cluttered and non-sky backgrounds, model-based shape classification, and track trajectory based analysis for irregular motion signaling.
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